
The Contemporary Guitar (The New
Instrumentation Series)
The guitar, an iconic instrument with a rich musical legacy, has evolved
significantly over time. Its versatility has made it a staple in genres ranging
from rock to classical, and the contemporary guitar embodies the latest
advancements in its design and construction. This article delves into the
New Instrumentation Series, showcasing guitars that push the boundaries
of traditional craftsmanship and explore uncharted sonic territories.

The New Instrumentation Series

The New Instrumentation Series encompasses a wide range of guitars
designed to meet the demands of contemporary musicians. These
instruments are crafted using innovative materials and techniques, resulting
in unparalleled playability, tone, and aesthetic appeal.

Carbon Fiber Guitars: Carbon fiber, a lightweight and durable material,
has revolutionized guitar construction. Carbon fiber guitars offer
unparalleled strength and stability, allowing for a responsive and articulate
sound. They are also highly resistant to changes in temperature and
humidity, making them ideal for touring musicians.
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Extended Range Guitars: Extended range guitars feature additional
strings beyond the traditional six, typically ranging from seven to nine
strings. These extended ranges expand the instrument's tonal palette,
enabling guitarists to explore new harmonic possibilities and create wider
voicings.

Semi-Acoustic Guitars: Semi-acoustic guitars combine the acoustic
resonance of a hollow body with the electric sound of a pickup system. This
hybrid design provides players with the best of both worlds, offering both
natural tone and amplified volume.

Acoustic-Electric Guitars: Acoustic-electric guitars are traditional acoustic
guitars equipped with a pickup system, allowing them to be plugged into an
amplifier. This enables acoustic guitarists to play in amplified settings while
preserving the natural sound of their instrument.

Resonator Guitars: Resonator guitars feature a metal cone placed under
the bridge, creating a distinctive metallic sound. They are often used in
blues, country, and folk music.

Advanced Techniques in Guitar Making

CNC Machining: Computer numerical control (CNC) machining uses
computerized instructions to precisely cut and shape guitar components.
This technology ensures consistent quality and precision, allowing for
complex designs and intricate details.
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Laser Cutting: Laser cutting employs a laser beam to precisely cut and
engrave materials. This technique can create intricate patterns and designs
on guitar bodies and headstocks.

3D Printing: 3D printing uses computer-aided design (CAD) models to
build physical objects layer by layer. This technology allows for the creation
of unique and complex guitar shapes and components.

Innovations in Guitar Design

Ergonomic Designs: Contemporary guitars often feature ergonomic
designs, such as contoured bodies and cutaway cutaways, to improve
comfort and playability. These designs reduce strain on the player's body,
allowing them to perform for longer periods.

Variable Scale Lengths: Variable scale lengths involve using different
string lengths for different strings, creating a more even distribution of
tension across the fretboard. This results in improved intonation and
playability.

Innovative Pickups: The pickups in contemporary guitars are constantly
evolving, with new designs and technologies emerging. These pickups offer
a wide range of tonal options, from vintage-inspired sounds to modern,
high-output tones.

The contemporary guitar represents a testament to the ongoing evolution of
this iconic instrument. Through the use of innovative materials, techniques,
and designs, guitar makers are constantly pushing the boundaries of what
is musically possible. The New Instrumentation Series showcases the
latest advancements in guitar craftsmanship and offers musicians a wealth



of options to suit their individual needs and musical aspirations. As the
guitar continues to adapt to the ever-changing musical landscape, the
contemporary guitar is poised to remain at the forefront of musical
innovation for years to come.
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